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IOWA WINS SILVER BAT

Last League Game Win by Iowa by Earl Miller—State Highschool Rival

The final game of the league was played June 9th, at Grinnell, and the result was a small victory for the Home team over the University of Iowa, 2-0. This was the first victory for the home team over the University in the history of the league, and the University team was consequently the champion of the league this year. The game took place at 5:00 p.m., andwas played before a large crowd of spectators. The weather was pleasant and the players were in excellent form. The game lasted over an hour and a half.

IOWA STATE FIELD MEET FRIDAY

Great Conrail Between Atheletes of Iowa and Missouri Teams Will Meet—Competition to Be Very Fierce

The Iowa State Field Meet will be held this Friday, May 23rd, at the State Fair Grounds. The meet is a annual event and is always well attended. The athletes from both Iowa and Missouri will be in attendance and are expected to put up a good show.

COUNTRY IN ROOTING

[Details about the event or competition are not provided in the image.]

STRONG JUNIOR STAGE

Iowa Men'sDebating Teams Will Be Strong Next Year—Winning Wisconsin

The winning of the Wisconsin debate by the Iowa Men's Debating Team was a great victory for the University, and the team is expected to be even stronger next year. The team is composed of a number of fine debaters, and is well prepared for the coming season.

IOWA WINS FROM SIMPSON

The Iowa Girls' Track Team is the winner of the last meet, and has already made a good showing this season. The team is composed of a number of fine runners, and is well prepared for the coming season.

In spite of the rain, the meet was a success, and the visitors from the other colleges were a great pleasure to the Iowa fans. The team is composed of a number of fine runners, and is well prepared for the coming season.

The winning of the Wisconsin debate by the Iowa Men's Debating Team was a great victory for the University, and the team is expected to be even stronger next year. The team is composed of a number of fine debaters, and is well prepared for the coming season.
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The university in charge of teaching the Cornellians on the charge of theft which it made against some local printing employees must be profound. The university is no such a coward to blinb. It special seems to be lacking up the wrong tree.

A copy of the Minnesota Daily of May 12 is arrived at this office this morning. Besides baring its appearance, the good news that the Daily has reposessed publication, reveals the fact that Minnesota win in trends on Saturday morning, May 15.

Manager McCutchen of the visiting team benefited the halls for the Minnesota-Iowa game at Minnopolis. It is revealed that at the time Iowa track team game to Minnesota, Manager McCutchen should substitute for the team. The visit of Cornellians, heard the intelligence that the Cornell-L. C. League game on May 29, and the state tennis tournament on May 29, have been arranged at the Post Office at St. Mertin, Iowa, as second class matter.

The first of these events resulted in a manner that possibly exceed such an estimations of last but we are shocked that the Cornellian should advertise its opinions so huddly.

Trains are hard times for college and amateur observers. Kidder, Depew and third baseman Fox of Upper Iowa have "found it impossible to remain in college." Not Shock, not Cole, is pitching for Upper Iowa in the college leagues this bridging up of the famous U. C.-I. folk."

The Cornell college faculty have inquired about the Cornell hired backing and family huddle both pitcher and catcher. If thi thing keeps any manner, it will want be impossible for a good amateur to earn a decent living.

The Simpson Turn. The Simpson base ball team played a good game at athletic park Tuesday afternoon and is expected in a great deal of credit for its performance. The Simpson side is composed of gentlemen who do their college house in victory or defeat. It is one of the strongest college teams in the state. If the state league is to admit additional colleges to its membership, Simpson should be one of the first to be considered.

The Minnesota Daily for May 12

The Simmons will be impossible for a good amateur to earn a decent living.
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Manager McCutchen of the visiting team benefited the halls for the Minnesota-Iowa game at Minnopolis. It is revealed that at the time Iowa track team game to Minnesota, Manager McCutchen should substitute for the team. The visit of Cornellians, heard the intelligence that the Cornell-L. C. League game on May 29, and the state tennis tournament on May 29, have been arranged at the Post Office at St. Mertin, Iowa, as second class matter.

The first of these events resulted in a manner that possibly exceed such an estimations of last but we are shocked that the Cornellian should advertise its opinions so huddly.

Trains are hard times for college and amateur observers. Kidder, Depew and third baseman Fox of Upper Iowa have "found it impossible to remain in college." Not Shock, not Cole, is pitching for Upper Iowa in the college leagues this bridging up of the famous U. C.-I. folk."
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The Simmons will be impossible for a good amateur to earn a decent living.
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Iowa Wins from Simpson

Continued from Page 1.

The annual

University of Michigan football

season is rather quiet in going to the

Pacific coast next year.

The

University of Michigan football

team

is pretty sure of going

to the College

football

championship.

The current

slight interest in

Iowa and Harvard, after time hears of

afterward. An interesting game is

expected.
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